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January 26 , 1950

Mr. Benjamin Abramowitz ,

3LGreenbeltEastway Road, Maryland,

Dear Mr. Abramowitz :

Thank you for sending me the announcement of your exhibition
at the Corcoran together with the note expressing the hope that I
could see it . I was away from the Gallery with grippe until this
week , and today I succeeded in getting down to see your exhibition .
I found much to enjoy . I think my number one choice is " Gamin " ,
for I think you have captured a tiny boy in a way that makes it
more than a picture of one little boy . After I remembered I had
my catalogue in my purse - ( they have given out , apparently , at
the Gallery ) - I went around checking titles and enjoying the
pictures I liked more because it gave a key to what you had in
mind and I did not need to read in to it something of my own
which need not necessarily have been akin to your own . Before
getting out my catalogue , however , I enjoyed the ones I found
you called " The Aged " , " Rude Enchantment " , Farmer Jones " , and
i Retreat This last I think is probably my second choice . In
going around a second time and checking with the catalogue numbers ,
I wondered why you said " Rude Enchantment " ? I came on Moses
late in my visit because it was at lunch time and the sun was
directly on it , which kept it from registering as color . When I

found you called it "Moses " , I maneuvered around until I got an

veryidea muchof your. conception of the great Law Giver , and I liked it" Fences " has some perfectly beautiful color in it ,
and I liked the compassion evident in it . I was amused by
A Sometime Reflection and at first was not sure whether the

animal was a calf , but decided you just do not know what pigs

ears look like . Í thought it a little hard on your fellowI know manyou ,but very clever and , alas !, apt in too many cases .
had great fun and surely satisfaction in painting these pictures ,
and I congratulate you on a very interesting exhibition .

Sincerely yours ,

EB : T



January 31 , 1950

Mr. Benjamin Abramowitz ,

3 L EastwayGreenbeltRoad, , Maryland .

Dear Mr. Abramowitz :

Mrs. Phillips and I finally got to your exhibition at
the Corcoran Gallery and were very much interested and impressed .
You have a lot to say and you paint your thoughts and emotions
with authority and power . We especially liked No. 17 , Labyrinth ,
and No. 15 , Fences . There were several others including the
important loses which moved us but I think that any year I might
have been inclined to ask you to send Labyrinth to the Gallery on

approval . Unfortunately I have bought so much during the Ifpasttheyear that I am deep in debt and must put on the brakes .
picture should remain unsold , that is a year from now , I would
then ask you to let us louwenith the painting for awhile , and
also several others , Fences for instance . Meanwhile believe me ,
I am genuinely unable to make any further purchases . Accept my
congratulations on the impressive accomplishments of the last
two years ,

Sincerely yours ,

DP.B

P.S. Although I am not in the market I would be tempted by a
very inexpensive picture . at the time we were at the Corcoran
there was no one there to tell us the prices so it would do no

mentionedharm if you. would let me know the prices of the pictures I have
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April 23 1950

Dear Mr. Phillips ,

I had a good pic of awethis week ,

The Baltimore Trucun os dit has awardedAnonymousmefor the painting Labyrinthe. It is an
Award given to an original work in a modern

Carl Zigrower of the Philadelphia
Museum of Art, Lee Gatch and Mary Gallery
Juried the show Catariland Arteta Aincal)and
awards . A sum of money came with the award ,

smallwhen youbut concrete hou liked the paintingsaw it at the Corcoran show ,

This unanimity is very pleasing .
But this is not what I am mainlyconcerned with right now. I have in mind a

onem man show ... sometime this coming
I have hesitated and flirted with the idea for
while wondering when it should apply . A groupe

direction .
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April 26 , 1950

Mr. Benjamin3 L AbramowitzEastwayGreenbeltRoad, , Marylana, .

Dear Mr. Abramowitz :

Please accept my congratulations on the well deserved
award to your painting " Labyrinth " at the Baltimore Museum .
Probably the award was a purchase prize and I have lost the
picture for the Collection but if not please send it at the
close of the show so that I can give it consideration which
it deserves . Miy only hésitation in buying it was whether I
was able that time to pay for it in full , having more than
overspent myself during the past year . I thought the painting
was quite remarkable in its success of conveying through design
the tragedy suggested by the title .

The pictures you describe for your projected one -man
show seem to be most ambitious ventures and of course I will
be interested to see them but I cannot promise an exhibition
for next year until I have seen all the work that you will
have and by that time it may be that our schedule of events
will be complete . All our exhibitions except one or two large
loan exhibitions are in the Print Rooms and in those rooms the
paintings with lighter color than yours , water colors , litho-
graphs , etc. , are preferable . I hope you will come and see
our large Munch Exhibition opening May 28th . Hoping that the
" Labyrinth " is still for sale and that I may have a chance to
see it again on approval ,

Sincerely yours ,

DP.B



lear Mr. Phillips,

As pelme natural to most plans, mine
for the coming year have taken a different term .
than expected . Earlier, I had hoped to show my
latest works in a Washington Gallery , passebly ,

" the Phillips ". I knew however ,of your busy schedule,
and so I made a simultaneous application to theBaltimore Museum ,

Should the latter come through fort,
you wouldthen have a better afspertunity tere
many of my latest paintings ( perhaps for a

Wochengton pharningIune notified), recently approvedthatthe
shaweBaltimoreof myMuseum Board haswork for this reculer - forumayo

I drefore make this very
early invitation to you to give me

September 24 1950



peeg of your attention during that time.
Demarch

PansameinHermosinta

I hope Mawione enjoyed the parting Labyrinthis at".
" Judgment of Paris"of which I wrote to you" wasthe Whitney for velving ,"The Ark '
exhibetment to. the Mitropantun Mason Cain



November 8 , 1950

Mr. Benjamin Abramowitz ,
3 - L Eastway Road ,
Greenbelt , Maryland .

Dear Mr. Abramowitz :

We are enclosing herewith a check for $ 200 in payment
for the painting entitled Labyrinth . We sincerely hope that
our delay in sending it has not seriously inconvenienced you .

Very truly yours ,

The Phillips Gallery

ls
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This check in more than money
tous bath . I am only a lagman
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LOUIS COMFORT TIFFANY FOUNDATION

1083 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 28 , N. Y.

Dear Mn Phillips

Mn Benjamin A thawartyhas applied to the Foundation
for a Scholarship grant, and has given you as a reference . Any informa-

tion you can give as to character, ability and worthiness will be appre-

ciated . All information will be considered strictly confidential.

Please reply on inner sheet , and return to us .

HOBART NICHOLS

Director

Since it is absolutely necessary to receive references before
the artist's application can be considered , a prompt reply will
be appreciated . No application will be considered after

July 1st , 1950



Greenbelt3 L Eastway, MarylandRoad
september 30 , 1951

Dear Mr. Phillips :

you toYesterdaysoe . , waturday afternoon , I broughu four paintings for

at is my dream to have a show in the gallery . i have waitoa
thruugh six one -man shows till now . I am ready for snovner exhibiu
with twen , new paintings . I am willing Co wuiu , even a year of
moro for my wish for whis group of works .

My other exhibits were at the Baltimore Museum of Art , the
Corcoran Gawlery of Art , the Whyte Gallery , the Barnet Aden Gallery ,
the Howard University Gallery or Art and the Central Public Library .
I am now thirty -four years of age with a record 01 uvur JU group
snows

vince my last show I have become aware of thy indiviqual current
in my own work . This , in spice of my maturing awareness of the wean-
iny or each school of con cemporary art . So for me , individuality is
born , not out of isolation , uut from the mating vi iueas .

My painting is strong y thematic , It worri d m O..cu . I have

however now riven auovo che shallow fear of becoming a mere suory
teiler . I consider this natural tendency of mine a point of strength .

I do not mean that I care to moralizo . in the four paintings
you have , I have presented ideas , moods , and sensibilities wethout
taking siues . 1 am not impartial about lite , but 1 can I'vel wiun
ius various and wonilinuing parts .

in the " Pieta " , I have expressed sorrow , compassion , the vel-

ofquenceman'sto gropingtragedy. . The rearsome "The Blind and the Lame " is the tale" Steed " pictures the violence that cach Oi us must

oscapeeupe with. , and ' Trouble in the Boat " is a wiotful tale or upoot and

These are all time -honored feelings , but I have tried to make
thg. my own , in terms O1 flow anu wuday .

Bet'ore sign my namo , I want to express my approviation for

thechu uouriepast . sy you show me now , and which I have been honored win in

very sincerely ypurs ,

Baraninformal



November 28 , 1951

Mr. Benjamin Abramowitz ,
3 L Eastway Road ,
Greenbelt , Maryland .

Dear Mr. Abramowitz :

I feel a letter to you is long overdue and an apology
for having kept your paintings for so long a time without a
comment . I did send word through Miss Bier some time ago
that the print roons directed by Mrs. Phillips are already
booked up for the entire season . In March however we are to
have two rooms devoted to Abstract Painting in America . In

one room there will be paintings by Gottlieb , and in the other
a group of other painters , Tomlin , Stamos , Rothko and others .
We may or may not add a few young French painters who correspong
in style . I am sure there is still space for at least one of

your pictures in that room . Either Dry Stone or Pierrot (of the
three you left with us last time) might be good choices . Perhaps
in the meantime you will let us see something else . Your Pieta
from the earlier lot was a fine Sicture and I remember liking
the color of Trouble in the Boat . It seems to me that you feel
a great deal for which you cannot , find quite the equivalent in
painting . It seems to me disorganized and the color cuite
beautiful but not as emotional as what you write about the
pictures . You write well , and I feel that anyone who has so
much drive , energy and ambition deserves to go far . You have
shown in many important galleries and have no reason to feel
that you have been neglected . In the past so many of the greatest
artists in our collection lived and died without the opportunities
you have already had . Our picture Labyrinth has more correspon-
dence between the color and the theme than the later Abstractions ,
and perhaps you are at your best on a subject where the theme is
drawn directly from life . If I have not written you earlier it
has been because of an unusually distracting season , and also an
uncertainty as to what to advise you .

Hoping that you will be willing to be included with the
other painters for our group show in March . With best wishes ,

Sincerely yours ,

TP.7



3 - L Eastway Road

GreenbeltJanuary 14, , Maryland1952

Mr. Duncan Phillips

1600 Twenty - First St. , N. W.
Washington 9 , D. C.

Dear Mr. Phillips :

The month of March is approaching very quickly , and with it
the pending exhibit of Abstract Painting in America . The remem-

brancepaintingsof . time made me hustle over to the gallery with a few

I have returned the pieta which you liked and chose two works
to accompany it , which you have not seen . The vertical painting
" Ancestors " is a tapestry of color and symbols . My forebears were
kings and warriors , fierce and tender : a heritage , all richly woven .
It is all past now and can only be seen again intermittently in the
yellow glow flickering on the candelabra . " Ancestors " is this fleet-
ing moment of reminiscence where story and song mix , and truth blends
with desire .

Drawing again from ancient themes , I have made " Samson and De-
lilah " . To me the story packs a wallop , a punch full of violence ,
sensuosity and pain . You will find Samson's face , black and in pro-
file , reclining in the center of the canvass . Behind and beside him
to the left is Delilah in a suitable Mephistophelian pose . Samson's
eyes are symbolically wrapped in a striped pattern as he mightily
gropes with fingers as powerful as tree branches . Hedonistic rythms

disportsion . themselves beneath the figures , spirited by the legend of pas-

I am in the midst of many paintings , not the least of which are
my portraits . I would like some time to show you some of the latest
ones . I have enough to make up a good - sized show I do them consist-

Youentlywill, a fewsee . each year . It is a phase of my work that is " different " .

With best wishes for the March exhibition ,

Very sincerely yours ,

Reganganin Kramente



January 18 , 1952

ir . Benjamin3 L GreenbeltAbramowitzEastway Road, Maryland, , .

Dear Mr. Abramowitz :

I like your picture Ancestors very much and have been

enjoying it from where I sit at my desk . It has a distin-

guished consistency of design and lyricism of color and

conveys the emotion of the subject very successfully . It

will be a fine contribution to our Abstract Painting show

in March and we will at that time consider the possibility

of its purchase .

Sincerely yours ,

DP.E



May 7 , 1952

Mr. Benjamin Abramowitz

? I EastwayGreenbeltRoad , Maryland

Dean . Abramowitz :

We are planning an exhibition in the Print Pooms of
paintings by a Group of Washington Artists . We would like

to invite you to bring in three worr * from which yrs . Phillips
and I could feet one or more for the exhibition , If necessary
we may ask for a fourth but feel sure that from the three we
can make our choice . The exhibition will open June first .

Could you get the paintings to us the week end of May 24-25th ?
This will be our summer exhibition and the paintings will be on
view through September .

We wish to hang only oils or medie with surfaces which
can be remed without glass . If you have paintings which you

wishletterto. submit for this show please let us know by phone or

Sincerely yours ,

DPE



mayGreenbelt3- Dastsay11 , 1952, wherylandnoad

Dear sr . phillips :

I shall bring three paintings on ay 25th , and is

saditional work is necessary i have a number of new works

that I can draw from . Thank you for asking .

I am very happy to hear that you are keeping " Ancestors "

for the collection . (I cannot recall having mentioned the

price of the painting . It is $250.00 . ) It was a wonderful

experience to be a part of such an interesting show .

American University notified me last week that they

agreed to give me a one -man show . The date is not definite-

ly set : late this year or early next year .

I plan to bring to you for the summer exhibition some

of the samples they liked so well . With gratitude , I am

Very sincerely yours ,

EnglandRamint



July 2 , 1952

Mr. Benjamin3 L EastwayAbramowitzGreenbeltRoad , Maryland

Dear Mr. Abramowitz :

I am enclosing the Gallery check for $ 250 , payment

for your painting " Capriccio purchased by Mr. Phillips from

the current exhibition , Some Washington Painters . I am glad

r . Phillips bought this picture for I think I like it better

than "The King and I feel certain that Mr. Phillips will be

able to hang it oftener than he would have " The King " . With

best wishes ,

Sincerely yours ,

EB : 1



JanuaryGreenbelt3-L Eastway31, , Maryland1953Road

Dear Mr. Phillips :

I am in a quandary . It would be quickly dissipated ,
could I get your agreement to my plan .

I need a studio to carry on with my teaching . It is

unlikelythe springtimethat the. studio I now rent will be available after

I faced this problem once before , about two years ago ,
when I decided to go on my own . The Washing to nWorkshop closed
in 1951 and the classes I taught were temporarily suspended ,
giving me the first pause in several years of teaching to think
things over . Although my classes were very well attended within

theenterpriseWorkshop. , I felt unsure of the response to my own independent

But today , while I am in need of quarters , I have the
assurance of student interest that I was in doubt of a few
years ago .

I think I am a very good teacher . I say this because if
I propose to rent the studio space above the galleries , I want
you to be proud of the attachment .

I teach only once a week , on Monday nights ; Monday night
has been class night for so many years that people come in now
without appointment , sure to find me in . I do not conduct a

school as such , but an informal weekly meeting where not more
than a dozen people can paint and learn new avenues of taste
and understanding . I have used your galleries with their works
so fluidly presented to stimulate people into pathways of thought .
I truly owe the collection a debt for the vitalizing influence it
has had whenever I refer to it .

And now if I may , I would like an even closer association .
At present I rent a studio from Mr. Peter Blano of American Univer-
sity for the classes . Weget along perfectly , and as a fact , we
have developed a kind of friendship out of it . But he wants to

leave at the end of this school year for New Mexico . The studio ,
of course , will be given up .



- 2

I have thought about what to do . My classes are not fin-
ancially renumerative enough to rent a studio wholly for that
purpose . Students pay $20.00 for ten sessions , plus $ 2.00 for
model fees . I pay 25% of my earnings , which on the basis of
an average 9 or 10 students per class , amounts to $4.50 rent
for each two -hour period .

Other studios that I have approached ask a flat guarantee
of at least $10.00 per night , which would me an packing the classes
and a continual concern with attendance .

My only chance of carrying on with this modest basis , and
with goals unadulterated with pecuniary gain , is at an Institution
like yours . I would like very much to continue . Since there is
now no one teaching in the gallery quarters , perhaps you might
be interested . I sincerely hope so .

Respectfully yours ,

Sipastrauch



February 11 , 1953

Mr. Benjamin Abramowitz ,

3 - L EastwayGreenbeltRoad, Maryland, .

Dear Mr. Abramowitz :

I have been confined to my room with a cold for over a
week and so have not been able to answer your letter of
January 31st . Your request for the use of our studio on the
top floor of this Gallery for your class on Monday night cannot
be granted since a number of artists have been given the
exclusive use of those rooms for carrying out their projects
and could not be disturbed as they would have to be by the
intrusion of your pupils . we have no desire to have a school
connected with the Gallery although we are certain that you
are an excellent teacher and we wish you all success in
carrying on your teaching .

Sincerely yours ,

DP.E
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Lean Na.ThisPhillipsaffranson I brought three
pantunge with me to the gallery
them outside your officeto the gallery and left
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lut azofEderEden and "False Goode are
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October 18 1955
Hear Me Pheliph

office I have left a fur new paintings near yourand I would like to say a ferlike to say afer warde about

themmyth. ,I have been depping, with greater frequency ventoclawcal and relogisia lases

Thepaintenaga that were light wothyou during
the summer had similar reference. I regret that
I could not have spoken for them ,

et is highly exciting to cloak theamountand

pacredof영 Themes in modernity What surprisiaThepaintingsrich.nefabric,
more than that is the very (newness of

tales from the past . Of course , in the
Iam not to retell any of the stories

WhattryingI hane dmw is to pictorcalize my falingo
about them . Though Iam concerned with verisimilitude
of mood and morality of the sacred themse, I do
not aim to be didactic with the details . Without

being familiar with the storie arsenalwhich



2 .

I paint , the newer tauld be lost asfar
as the source and inafsiration were concerned , and

more sor, he soreld neat the affected by the prohly
coloredwith .world of meaninge that hotaryia depicted

Past is proloque.The encuality and
flanscomences of "Hticlesfelen and Paris , and when
they fled what emmenent trailed
this erotic mesadventure ! dangers

The darinig, the decine and the relish of
fuckedoker frit are quite Contemporary ,My
deep reda and blacks and dep brocone spread out
in ribbons of hacte ; and faces shaded in

furtiveness and flowing hair andmomentgarments.dres the voluptweness of the

Dark in the temper of the event because
dark in the outcome .

In contrast, a consequence of this
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concupiscence is the " Death of Hector ". Here
is reverence , a pale light of deathly vigil . Here
is the renerable father,the slain demigod, the
woman , wife, strong ,loyal and greewing .

I felt echoes here in the early Christian
ast, in the flat and Golden Byzanteme. And d
feel it todayin thepresaholoqiial motivatione
impelling theferait and battle with life,perhaps
power and the father, love and woman ,and

death and fear . The portrayal of anyone's death ,
especialleg composition of mingled
meanings and it poente te allacione.

2Iwas inspered te prant "Lycurgue from
thewerestoryso of his life in Plutarch's Livesagreement. There
with Lycurgue'institutional reforme , that I recall
hem north warmth . The fundamental simplicity
of his ideas on society made me for the
moment regressive .

a hero is a

many moments of intimate
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Who could resist returning, however in
reverie, to the elementary relationships that he
perscribed for his
painted him aa country and its youch.deyou find him to the left of the
canvase, a Spartaw planner a man of blueprinta

and structure ideas directing the youth,mannequinwho arepainted onthe right of thecanvass as ama
indicating their model- likeme. Thisis a
designeré portrait ,contrivece conciously in the nature

,

og its subjectI hope you enjoy the pictures. They are a part
Onof about Twerty paintings that have been workingfora year or two. am looking about for a
phow . Of course its always been a dream g
mine to show at the Phillips Gallery . And I
hopeshow withto each new - groupe of canvasses that I

thatsage day-you. I am always confident.Wouldnowto hear. ifrafrom schon .
That I could get a show together

that I'chale more closely approach

I would likeSincerelyvery much
Benjamin Grannide
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Near Me Phillips Vlast two additionalA few doups ago ,

paintings

They were painted during the same periodام
ae tuire therecent seulenze that hast heen wat

you .
Tragedyis deprecated in thesalubrétl "

perinpainting : a portrait of Thethe Anguicheal jilled
classical mythSolomon , genta indThe problem of

quieter, with its rythms and color mood
wine harmony with the nexed question of the

storyI called Jain MeLaceyholin's atenta
to the work on the afterson Shercoght than,

near your offic

even while he was



that were coming to see the triello show-
very much,I to enjoyed the show

Hoth grestenge forthe holiday season

Imurity


